Management and reconstruction of blast wounds of the head and neck.
The purpose of this review is to highlight recent literature related to the initial management and reconstruction of blast injuries to the head and neck. An increasing percentage of combat-related injuries are caused by blast trauma. Management of blast trauma over the last 10 years has improved understanding of the unique nature of these injuries and the importance of thoughtful management and reconstruction. Blast trauma is associated with an increased need for definitive airway management. As a result, initial triage principles of airway management and hemorrhage control are extremely important in the acute setting. Blast trauma results in high-velocity injuries that can lead to extensive soft tissue damage, which has important implications for reconstruction. Staging reconstruction is an important consideration for more extensive injuries. Experience on the battlefield with blast injuries over the last decade has led to efficient triage with focus on hemorrhage and airway control. The lessons learned in Iraq and Afghanistan with the unique physiology of blast trauma have improved the casualty care of service members and can be used both in future military conflicts and in civilian trauma care.